








“We are beginning to see 
ourselves not just from 
the inside, as an actor 
doing something on a 
daily basis, but from the 
outside—understanding 
what we look like to the 
world around us and 
developing a kind of 
hybrid identity.”	


   – Aram Simmreich	




Project Goals

•  Provide students with a clearer sense of their accomplishments 
in various areas (academic, social, and creative) of their college 
experience, and provide them with tools to reflect on their range 
and balance of activities.

•  Increase students’ awareness of activities and opportunities 
outside of their academic coursework, from wellness to 
collaboration to knowledge of the campus and city, and inspire 
them to sample a range of experiences.

•  Enable students to maintain and share a record of their 
activities.

•  Provide students with a sense of fantasy, whimsy and playful 
abstraction in dealing with the stress and growth associated 
with the transformational nature of undergraduate education.



Timeline

•  Summer 2010: Idea pitched to MSR
•  Fall 2010: Seed funding
•  Spring 2011: Initial design, full funding proposal
•  Summer 2011: Funding received, development 

begun
• October 2011: Launched
•  Spring 2012: Qualitative assessment
•  Summer 2012: Major Redesign
•  Fall 2012: Relaunched









It’s the autonomy, stupid. 



“My point is that 
the ‘fun’, the 
pleasure of these 
elements does 
not come from 
some extrinsic 
reward value of 
those elements, 
but chiefly from 
the experience of 
competence they 
give rise to.”

Sebastian Deterding



What behaviors did we want to 
reward and encourage?"

What feelings of competence 
could we engender?"

What did we want our students to 
remember and reflect on? 







So, what happened?





Notable Successes in v1

• Collaborative Activities
–  “Undying” Achievements
–  Flash Mob Achievements
– Scavenger Hunt Achievements

•  Faculty/Staff Interaction
– Playful
– Challenging





UX Challenges

• Confusion over quadrants
•  Levels and progression
• Code entry problems
• Content freshness, timing & communication



Technical Challenges

• Data recording problems
•  RFID problems
•  System reliability
•  API/security problems



Summer 2012 Redesign



Two-Day Design Retreat

• One-hour weekly meetings were insufficient
• Needed extended deep-dive discussions on 

both content and technology
•  Required participation by all team members 

for all aspects of redesign discussion
• Content design impacts technology design 

(and vice versa)











New Technical Infrastructure

•  Switch from LAMP (Linux-Apache-MySQL-
PHP) to .NET MVC architecture

•  Entirely new data model to reflect redesigned 
content and problems from v1



New Game Mechanics

•  Replaced dual-axis quadrants with discrete 
achievement categories

•  Removed all leveling mechanics
•  Replaced RFID tag with unique QR codes for 

students, scanned in by admins with mobile 
devices

•  Improved collectible cards, with associated 
card game

• More inviting player UI/UX



Ongoing Challenges

• Maintaining and updating content is time-
consuming

• Communication with players is critical, but 
difficult to accomplish



What’s Next?



Better User Experience:"
Organizing/Sorting Achievements



Better User Experience:"
Improved Feature Set



Conclusions

• Done well, adding game-inspired mechanics 
to the non-curricular student experience can 
be powerfully effective.

•  To accomplish that, however, requires three 
components:
– Solid technical infrastructure
– Thoughtful, contextual content development
– Consistent, widespread marketing
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